Dear Council Members,

We can all be very proud this week of the way ELECTRI is responding to the COVID-19 crisis within our industry. Electrical contractors and partners came together from across the industry to produce the most important report and recommendations available on the ways companies can negotiate contracts and changes resulting from pandemic operations.

Yesterday we announced our initial findings and recommendations out to the entire construction world, ELECTRI and NECA conducted a webinar (available here) from the report, Pandemics and Construction Productivity: Quantifying the Impact. Detailed instructional video presentations are also available industry-wide (click here).

ELECTRI International enlisted many individuals and their firms from among our Council members to work collaboratively and intensively to produce the data and recommendations for this study. We acknowledge, with sincere appreciation, the Task Force’s dedication to the electrical construction industry. We would also like to thank the entire Council for your critical role in our data collection efforts. Your involvement ultimately led to the productivity impact findings in the report making it a viable tool to help impacted electrical contractors across the country.

Kindest regards to all,

Josh Bone
Interim Executive Director
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